Contest is not for MIT

To the Editor:

This is in response to the article in The Tech on Friday, October 2, which I am not sure if that removes the current subject unit system at MIT. I think there are several reasons to keep the current system:

- "The current system is more precise than requiring subjects and half-subjects. The system of subjects and half-subjects will allow us to accommodate many units. If student subjects, many subject projects, preparatory, thesis work, and many other evils and ends."
- "Who would want to teach a half-subject? There are relatively few six unit subjects now. For many of these subjects, one finds that there are not six unit subjects or half-subject projects. If student subjects and half-subject projects, students would simply elaborate the problem. Specifying subjects, half-subjects leaves more room for error, under-loading, and poor organization on the part of the professors. I do not think MIT will return many changes in the registration system on the basis of this."